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A BSTRACT
Color is an effective and commonly used channel for displaying
data in surface visualization. However, color is affected by shadows and shading, which convey depth and shape on surfaces. The
human visual system has evolved constancy mechanisms for identifying color under varying illumination conditions. Lightness constancy allows people to accurately perceive colors in real shadows;
however, its effectiveness in surface visualizations is not well understood. We report a series of initial studies that confirm the existence of lightness constancy effects on molecular surface renderings. We evaluate common design decisions to show how choices
of attenuation, color ramp, and shading model impact viewers’ abilities to accurately identify colors on molecular surfaces rendered
with ambient occlusion. Our findings lead to a set of generalizable
design implications for effective surface visualization using color.
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(a) CIELab Ambient Occlusion
Plus Contours

(b) sRGB Ambient Occlusion

(c) CIELab Ambient Occlusion

(d) CIELab Ambient Occlusion
Plus Diffuse Illumination

I NTRODUCTION

Color is a popular channel for visualizing data on surfaces. However, color encodings are directly impacted by the shading model
used to render the surface: shadows and shading manipulate color
to convey depth, creating a conflict between shape and data. Misinterpretation of color encodings due to physical surface features
could impair the interpretation of the data in a visualization, but removing surface shading could impair perceptions of the depth and
shape of the surface. Visualizing data in context is especially critical for surfaces such as molecules, where data such as charge and
binding sites can be analyzed within the context of structural features. Surface features, such as pockets and loops, tend to be some
of the most interesting areas for exploration, but are also often the
most deeply in shadow.
In the real world, the human visual system is capable of accurately identifying colors in shadow through a phenomenon known
as lightness constancy. Constancy supports the identification of
colors using factors such as depth and lighting (see Foster [2] for
a survey). Perceptual science has studied lightness constancy for
real objects in real shadows; however, these findings may not apply in surface visualizations. For example, ambient occlusion is
commonly used to approximate global illumination for molecular
surface visualization [5], but does so by synthesizing light from all
directions. This may challenge constancy mechanisms as a some
realism lost in this approximation, and lighting direction, required
by some theories for constancy, is non-existent.
In this work, we present three experiments that explore the interaction of constancy effects and color encodings for molecular
surface visualizations rendered using ambient occlusion. We verify
the presence of constancy effects for these surfaces, explore its ramifications for color choice, and investigate how rendering decisions
can support or suppress constancy (Fig. 1). These investigations
provide insight into effective design choices for rendering data using color on molecular surfaces that could be applied to visualizing
more general classes of surfaces.
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Figure 1: Our findings, exemplified by hydrophobicity data in the
shaded regions above, show that common design decisions significantly impact lightness constancy effects. (a) Suggestive contours
and (b) sRGB ambient occlusion do not appear to actively promote
constancy, whereas (c) CIELab ambient occlusion supports constancy and can be improved by (d) adding diffuse illumination.
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M ETHODOLOGY

We explored lightness constancy in surface visualization by measuring color identification performance for static visualizations of
solvent-excluded protein surfaces on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.
While Mechanical Turk provides a reliable participant pool for
graphical perception studies [1], online participants represent a
wide variety of viewing conditions, many known to directly impact
color appearance. We feel that this variety represents a strength
of this platform rather than a limitation as visualizations are never
viewed under perfect conditions outside of lab studies. By sampling participants under realistic conditions, we cannot make exact
mechanistic claims, but instead make general inferences that hold
for real world viewers. We followed known best practices for ensuring honest responses, such as using explicit validation questions
and taking measures to ensure visual consistency across browsers.
Our experiments tested surfaces from four proteins generated via
MSMS [4]. These surfaces were rendered as a white surface on a
black background shaded using ambient occlusion plus a 10% constant ambient term. A single colored patch was mapped to a region
of known shadow level on each surface. Patches were of roughly
equivalent size – some variation was caused by surface curvature –
and never directly bordered the black background (Fig. 2).
For each experiment, participants were shown a series of these
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Figure 2: We mapped colors to shadows of 25%, 50%, and 75%
attenuation to measure shadow contrast (2D squares) and lightness
constancy (3D molecular surfaces) for ambient occlusion surfaces.

images and asked to identify which color best matched the original
color of the patch provided given that the stimulus was in shadow,
mimicking the workflow of identifying a region of interest on the
surface and “reading” its value. Each trial consisted of several stimuli at three different shadow levels (25%, 50%, and 75%) and validation stimuli with patches placed in an unshadowed region. Performance was measured as the distance between the stimulus color
and response color, referred to as error.
3 U NTANGLING C ONTRAST AND C ONSTANCY
Effects of lightness constancy may be in part due to color contrast: contrast effects between a patch and its surrounding shadow
may account for constancy effects. To test for spatially-induced
constancy on molecular surfaces rendered using ambient occlusion, we evaluated the how well participants identified colors from
luminance-varying ramps in shadow for 2D (uniform plane) and 3D
(molecular surface) stimuli (Fig. 2). If lightness constancy actively
helps gauge color values, we would expect participants to better
identify colors on 3D surfaces where spatial cues provide greater
insight into the lighting in a scene. Conversely, if color perception
effects are predominantly due to color contrast with shadows, we
would expect no significant difference between color perception in
the 2D and 3D conditions. We tested these conditions using two
different attenuating color spaces, sRGB and CIELab, in order to
understand how the color space used to compute surface shading
influences the accuracy of the lightness constancy computation.
Participants better identified colors mapped to molecular surfaces than to shadowed 2D planes (p = 0.002), suggesting that the
depth cues on ambient occlusion surfaces support lightness constancy, despite the approximations made by the model. This effect
was present in the CIELab attenuation conditions (p < 0.001), and
was further evidenced by a lack of significant difference between
the 25% and 50% attenuation shadows for 3D CIELab surfaces
where darker shadows supported comparable performance. We
found no evidence of constancy effects for surfaces using sRGB:
no significant difference between either 2D and 3D sRGB surfaces
(p = 0.88) or between the two 2D conditions (p = 0.98) was found.
These results suggest that constancy is at play for ambient occlusion surfaces, but the color space used to compute surface shading
should be carefully considered for effective color encoding.
4 L IGHTNESS C ONSTANCY AND R AMP S ELECTION
While our first study provided evidence of lightness constancy
for ambient occlusion surfaces, participants still frequently incor-

rectly identified surface colors. Since ambient occlusion uses luminance attenuation to compute shadows, strictly hue- and saturationvarying ramps may offer better color identification performance
than ramps using luminance-variation. In this case, actively promoting lightness constancy becomes less critical as constancy is no
longer crucial for color identification. We tested how luminance
variation in color ramps impacts viewers’ ability to identify color
on surfaces using three ramps (red-yellow-blue diverging, purplegreen diverging, and rainbow) and their isoluminant equivalents.
Preserving luminance variation in color ramps significantly increased participants’ color identification performance (p < 0.001)
with one caveat: when colors were too pale or unsaturate, even
vastly different hues became difficult to distinguish in shadow.
The superior overall performance of luminance-varying ramps over
their isoluminant equivalents suggests that the color encodings applied to the molecular surface should utilize luminance variation
despite potential limitations in lightness constancy. This also suggests that supporting lightness constancy is critical to effective surface visualization; however, colors should still be carefully chosen
such that they are not dominated by shadows.
5 E VALUATING D EPTH C UES
The first study confirmed that lightness constancy enhances the legibility of colors on ambient occlusion surfaces and that spatial cues
may support constancy mechanisms. Layering depth cues can improve depth perceptions [3], and we speculated that the same holds
for constancy: layering shading cues to enhance surface depth and
shape may improve constancy effects. To test this hypothesis, we
compared color identification performance for two shading models commonly used to supplement ambient occlusion in molecular
visualization: diffuse lighting (Fig. 1d) and contours (Fig. 1a).
Adding diffuse lighting significantly improved identification performance (p = 0.05); however, adding contours decreased performance over ambient occlusion alone (p < 0.001). In fact, the mean
error for the contours condition was roughly equal to that of the
2D condition from the first experiment. These results suggest that
decisions about illumination model should be carefully considered.
Diffuse lighting effectively supplemented ambient occlusion, providing better performance than ambient occlusion alone, while contours offered a tradeoff between shape and color: the reduced realism of the surface may counter any spatial contributions of ambient
occlusion to lightness constancy.
6 F UTURE W ORK
Our results, summarized in Figure 1, provide insight into improving
the legibility of color encodings on visualized surfaces. We intend
to further explore the surface visualization design space in order
to better understand how rendering decisions impact the effectiveness of visualizations leveraging color to drive the design of more
effective tools for visualizing complex data on surfaces.
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